IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Reuse Permit M-203-03 – Modification 2

Permittee Name: Arrowrock Ranch Association, Inc.

Effective Date of this Modification: August 10, 2016

Complete Description of Modification

The purpose of this Minor Modification is to change the Authorized Representative for Reuse Permit No. M-203-03, due to a change of operator by the permittee.

Section 2. Facility Information, Page 7 of the Reuse Permit, the Authorized Representative in the second column of the seventh row shall be changed from:

“Authorized Representative:
Chris Ward
Operator in Charge
P.O. Box 103
Kuna, ID 83634
(208) 340-3070
chris@ocrapconsulting.com”

to:

“Authorized Representative:
Michael Williams-Black
Operator in Charge
14360 Salmon River Road
Caldwell, Idaho 83607
mike.wastewater@gmail.com”

Modification 2 is hereby approved. This modification to the permit is incorporated into, and constitutes a part of, Reuse Permit No. M-203-03. This permit modification must be attached to the permit. The permit is incomplete and unlawful under IDAPA 58.01.17, Recycled Water Rules, without this permit modification attached.

Signed,

[Signature]

Aaron Scheff, Regional Administrator
Boise Regional Office
Department of Environmental Quality

Date 8/10/2016